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From the University Libraries homepage sc.edu/libraries

Click on Databases
Select “Dissertations and Theses” in the Databases Types box

Then select Dissertations and Theses Global
Think about what you want to find. Brainstorm possible words and phrases.
-type edd

-change the drop down to have it searched in the Degree field
Enter words someone might use describing the type of dissertation
“action research” or “problem of practice” or “practice based” or “dissertation in practice” or “case study”

Put quotes around phrases

Type OR between terms to find any of them
Change the drop-down box to control the relevancy and number of results.

“Anywhere” searches the full dissertation when available.

“Anywhere except full text – NOFT” searches the abstract, title and words assigned to the dissertation.
Add rows to enter terms for your topic.

Use AND between rows

Type OR within a row
Most but not all results will include the entire dissertation.